I. INTRODUCTION
Android smartphones are rapidly developed than any other consumer technology in the world. They involve confidential and differences of data; from normal to professional life. Most people use the smartphones for their business or personalities but some people use for their profits by illegally. So, some researchers and forensic organizations have been searching the different ways to solve the crimes and they proposed the guidelines and frameworks for android forensics in cyber-crime investigation. In 2006, National Institute Standards and Technology (NIST) pointed out that its proposed Forensic guidelines and procedures should be consistent with the organizations policies and all applicable laws. Organizations should include investigators, technical experts and legal advisors in the development of guidelines and procedures as a quality assurance measure [1] . In 2014, NIST provides basic information on mobile forensics tools and five stages for investigation process that are preservation, acquisition, examination, analysis, and reporting [2] . And then most of the researchers proposed only process flow or framework for android forensics. This proposed process flow with framework based on standard forensics guidelines and procedures. In this process flow, it has seven stages and framework will performing to Examination and Analysis stage. Preparation, Examination and Analysis, Review -These three stages are working in forensics lab. Determine Scope of Crime Scene and Secure Evidence Devices Collection -These two stages are working in crime location. Presentation stage is for court and Documentation and Preservation stage is need from start to end. In this framework, it divided two sections are Live and Static forensics which include bypass lock screen, evidence data collection (volatile and non-volatile) and data acquisition. This proposed work aimed to develop the android investigation processes for forensic organizations in developing countries. Some of the developing countries cannot afford the expensive tools for android investigation. In this framework, it used Linux command-line utility, ADB commands, Open Source Tools and Proposed tools. So, it is very sensible for forensics organizations in developing countries. And it is very extensible and they can improve it with their new tools or new processes.
Fig 1 Android Software Stack
Android flash storage is split into several partitions, such as /system for the operating system itself, and /data for user data and application installations [4] . It need to know about following partitions for android investigation.
Fig 2 Android partition details

III. RELATED WORK
For our proposed work, Forensics process flow and framework developed in each digital forensics field are learned through the following research papers. In [6] , they proposed smartphone forensics model for window mobile device. It includes twelve stages and compare with some investigation models. But they emphasize on the specific information flow associated with the forensic investigation of Windows mobile devices. In ANDROPHSY forensic framework system [7] , the first step is to create a case for the incident. Every user is assigned a role. The user roles defined in the framework are analyst, investigator and administrator. The system considered the forensics investigation process like as NIST. It includes Data Collection, Examination, Analysis and Reporting. It used low level Linux and Android built-in forensic functionalities such as dd and adb commands. ANDROPHSY compared evaluation result with other tools. ISAK MRKAIĆ [5] presents open source-free tools and to illustrate how to forensically recover data from Android based devices. In this paper, demonstrate the Andriller tool for unlock pattern, NowSecure Forensics tool for logical acquisition of data and some tools for other processes. In [8] , they purposed to demonstrate the process of digitally investigating on android mobile devices and then build up a digital forensic framework for investigating Android smartphones. In this framework, it includes nine steps of evidence extraction process for mobile forensics. And this paper recommends the ADB tool for forensics case and the Lowmanio Foreman tool for other management case. In [9] , they showed the rooting process with SRS tool on Samsung S3 phone. And then they created an image of phone partition with .dd file. Finally, they extracted the messages for Viber on trial version of UFED Physical analyzer. 
IV. PROPOSED WORKABLE PROCESS FLOW FOR ANDROID FORENSICS INVESTIGATION
In cyber-crime investigation, many process flows or models already proposed for digital forensics and analysis. But anyone has not proposed process flow with framework for android forensics investigation yet. This process flow based on standard forensics process models and their main four stages are Collection, Examination, Analysis and Reporting. But this process flow has seven stages and update action and it can trace or loop to completed. Although this process flow emphasizes the android forensics investigation, it may be flexible for other digital forensics investigation.
Preparation:
In the first Stage, it need to prepare Techniques and Tools, Knowledge, Plans and etc. before going to crime scenes. Knowledge that is understanding and knowing the nature of crimes and activities. And android mobile technology is rapidly changing and growing every year with various mobile device models, firmware versions, features, accessories and so on. So, forensics team will train to their members based on previous crime reviews, sharing experiences and new technologies with discussion seminars. And then they will be planning to minimize the risk for future investigation. And they also need to prepare tools that not only forensics hardware/software tools but also packing materials for evidence devices. 
Fig 4 Proposed analysis framework for android forensics investigation
Lock Screen Mode on Live Forensics: It has three challenges to unlock the evidence devices on Live Forensics. They are (i) USB Debugging Mode (ii) Authentication Access with RSA key (iii) Root Access. USB Debugging Mode -If this mode is enabled, it can run ADB commands and detect the android devices. ADB is a command line software interface between an android device and a host computer. If this mode is disabled, it may be difficult to continue next step. Authentication Access with RSA key -In the jelly bean (v4.2.2) update, designers introduced the new security policy on ADB called "secure USB debugging". So, even if USB debugging mode is enabled, it need authentication access to run ADB command. When the device is connected to a host, the device sends a 20-byte random message to the host. The host encrypts the message's SHA1 with RSA signature using its private key and sends this encrypted signature back. If investigator will get related laptop/PC that not only already accepted RSA key of evidence device but also didn't revoke, it can run next step for root check. Root Access -It is a very important thing in forensics workflow because some process of android forensics need root access. But android restricts the user levels and modify system processes. If evidence devices are not already rooted, it may be difficult to unlock the evidence devices on Live Forensics. Because most of the techniques of rooting process need to reboot the device and it will be lost volatile data on memory. In proposed framework, it collected the different safe root tools to provide for rooting process depend on each device.
Lock Screen Mode on Static Forensics:
In static process, it has more chance than live process to unlock the evidence devices. Because it doesn't need to keep volatile data. So, it can install custom recovery via fastboot mode or downloading mode depend on device brands. And then unlock script file update on custom recovery mode for unlock evidence devices. -it produces a lot of raw data from memory to sdcard with text file. Additionally, "cat /dev/log/ "__"", "cat /dev/kmsg", adb logcat, adb shell dumpsys are also produce a lot of information.
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Android Storage Imaging: Android has two types of partition that are Physical partition and Logical partition. Android forensics need to investigate both partitions and ext-sd card partition. Physical partition imaging, it creates entire copy of internal memory and it includes unallocated space. Logical partition has various types of file system partitions. They are boot, system, recovery, data, cache, misc and etc. This framework used "dd" command for android storage imaging. This command is a Linux command-line utility and it can create bit-bybit images both of Physical and Logical partition. Otherwise, android internal storage divided various block types and dd command can create an image of each block.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this paper, we already tested on two android versions Jelly Bean 4.1.1 (no RSA key feature) and KitKat 4.4.2. Samsung and Huawei are very popular in smartphone market of developing countries. Therefore, Samsung and Huawei were chosen as the test case and profile detail shown in Table 1 . In this framework, we have tested various tools and commands on 64-bits OS based Ubuntu 16.04 LTS and Window 10. The following are some practical processes on the android devices with power on state and lock screen mode (already root):
Testing 1: Why need to disconnect the communication of Android smartphone? Criminals may be installed some application to control the device. For example, Power off Root Req_v1.0 application can restart or power off to the device via phone SMS. So, volatile data can be lost when investigator collects the evidence devices. So, it need to airplane mode ON before backup and data collection. If investigator cannot get fully access to evidence devices, it is needed to install custom recovery for unlock. Custom recovery has useful features and it can unlock or root process evidence devices by update zip files as Fig  7. But it is also needed to reboot and downloading mode during installation process and it may be losing volatile data.
Fig 5 Remote control application
Testing 3: It can be recorded manually or adb commands for current process and status. And then it also needs to backup by adb command without root access. For example, backup command is adb backup -apk -shared -all -f /backup/backup.ab and restore command is adb restore /backup/backup.ab.
Testing 4:
In extract volatile data on memory, it can use Eclipse, Android Studio, LiME and dd commands. Additionally, following some adb commands are already tested for extract volatile data and logs: cat /dev/mem > /storage/sdcard0/ mem.txt, adb dumpsys and adb dumpsys meminfo, adb logcat. These commands can get rich amount of raw volatile data. 
VII. CONCLUSION
Forensics organizations in developing countries, they always need to improve their process, framework and tools. Especially, our country (Myanmar) is very new experience for android forensics in cyber-crime investigation. This proposed work is application for Myanmar that process flow provides applicable guidelines and analysis framework can extensible when a new tool or module develops in it. And it could be plugged in to the framework easily for forensics organizations. But this proposed framework cannot analyze some specific fields as Malware Analysis. However, we are preparing to deeply analysis for some android forensics fields based on proposed framework for future work:  Anti-forensics  Steganography  Ransomware  Social Media Application Now above specific fields are very hot topics in research fields. And more tools are going to develop for further forensics analysis. So, our research work is definitely applicable in cyber-crime investigation.
